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Lewis Jewelers to Carry New Hearts on Fire
Hayley Paige Collection This Fall
Visit the jewelry retailer in Ann Arbor, Michigan to discover brand-new styles
in this collaboration between two powerhouses in the bridal industry.

ANN ARBOR, Michigan, September 10, 2019

(Newswire.com) - This fall, devoted fans of Hearts on Fire’s

engagement rings and wedding bands can visit Lewis

Jewelers to shop the new Hayley Paige bridal collection. The

jewelry line is a collaboration between Hearts on Fire and the

popular wedding dress designer, with items in the collection

drawing inspiration from Paige’s lace and tulle masterpieces. 

Brides-to-be will fall in love with the diamond engagement rings and stackable wedding bands

accented with the wedding designer’s favorite shade of pink; pink sapphires accent many of the

pieces in this collection, with an additional jewel hidden on the inside of each band. This also marks

the first time Hearts on Fire uses gemstones other than their signature diamonds in its designs, so

this collection is a special treat for HOF aficionados.

Created with effortlessly elegant brides in mind, the Hearts on Fire Hayley Paige collection brims with

the liveliness and magic of a brand new love. Shop the line at Lewis Jewelers when it hits their

showcases this fall!

To learn more about Hearts on Fire’s Hayley Paige collection or to see it in person, visit the retailer’s

showroom in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Otherwise, call the store at (877) 885-3947 for any questions.

About Lewis Jewelers 

Since 1921, Lewis Jewelers has been the go-to source in the greater Detroit area for designer

engagement rings, wedding bands, timepieces, fine fashion jewelry, and certified loose diamonds.

Committed to their community, Lewis Jewelers is a proud supporter of University of Michigan

athletics, the Kite Network, as well as the University of Michigan Children’s Hospital, and many other

local charitable institutions. For more information on the promotions, products, and services

available at Lewis Jewelers, please check out their website at LewisJewelers.com, call (877)-885-3947,

or visit their diamond showroom located in Ann Arbor, Michigan today.

Original Source: www.newswire.com
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